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Muriel Wheldale Onslow studied flowers in England with genetic and biochemical techniques in the early twentieth century. Working with geneticist William Bateson [4], Onslow used Mendelian principles and biochemical analysis together to understand the inheritance of flower colors at the beginning of the twentieth century. Onslow's study of snapdragons, or Antirrhinum majus [5], resulted in her description of epistasis, a phenomenon in which the phenotypic effect of one gene is influenced by one or more other genes [6]. She discovered several biochemicals related to color formation. Onslow's methodology also partly contributed to the establishment of the field of chemical genetics.

Onslow was born in Birmingham, England, on 31 March 1880. She was the only child of Fannie Wheldale and lawyer John Wheldale. Onslow completed her secondary education at King Edward VI High School for Girls in Birmingham, which had a reputation for training students in science. In 1900, she entered Newnham College, a women's college at Cambridge University [7], in Cambridge, England, to pursue a degree in botany.

In 1903, as an undergraduate, Onslow joined the Balfour Biological Laboratory for Women, a research facility shared by Newnham College and Girton College, Cambridge's only other women's college. Working with Bateson and botanist and geneticist Edith Rebecca Saunders, Onslow researched the heritable variation of flower color in snapdragons. Despite receiving first-class honors in both parts of the Natural Sciences Tripos, the Cambridge final degree examination, Onslow received no degree because Cambridge did not award degrees to women until 1948. In 1904 Onslow received a Bathurst Research Studentship at Newnham. The fellowship supported Onslow for the first two years of her post-graduate research at Cambridge.

In Bateson and Saunders' lab, Onslow did a Mendelian analysis of the five snapdragon flower colors: white, yellow, ivory, crimson, and magenta. Mendelian analysis uses the concept of allele, a concept which biologists at the time denoted with the word factor, a word originally used by Gregor Johann Mendel when he worked in Austria during the mid nineteenth century, but also a word that didn't distinguish between later conceptions of allele and of gene. Allele is one of two or more forms of a gene. This article uses the words allele and gene instead of the word factor. Mendel argued that for any organism produced via sexual reproduction, every trait in that organism resulted from one of two alleles within the organism, and that the organism inherited one allele from one parent and the other allele for the other parent.

Between 1856 and 1863, experimenting on sweet peas in St. Thomas's Abbey, Brno, in what later became the Czech Republic, Mendel found two types of alleles, dominant and recessive, each of which produced a different phenotype. When a plant had at least one dominant allele, the plant exhibited the dominant phenotype. But a plant had a recessive phenotype only when it had the relevant recessive alleles. For example, a dominant allele for red flower pigment may override a recessive allele for white flower pigment, so in a plant with both alleles, the
flowers were red.

1903, Lucien Cuénot in Paris, France bred mice as Mendel had bred plants. Then he used Mendel's crossbreeding techniques on the mice to investigate the patterns of inheritance for fur color. But Cuénot's results differed from Mendel's. When he grouped the offspring of crossbred mice so that offspring with similar fur color were in the same group, the number of offspring in each group differed from the numbers predicted by Mendel's laws of inheritance. Cuénot proposed that multiple-allelism, a situation in which more than two alleles affect a phenotype, explained the inheritance patterns of fur color in mice.

Onslow investigated similar inheritance patterns in snapdragons, in which the inheritance of flower colors also violated Mendel's laws. This work led to the first description of the phenomena of epistasis. In Onslow's 1907 paper "The Inheritance of Flower Colour in Antirrhinum Majus," she described certain genes influences on other genes in production of flower color. For example, gene I gives an ivory color, but it also depends on the modification of gene L: if gene L modifies gene I, then gene I gives a magenta color. In this case, gene L influences the output of gene I. Onslow did not introduce the term epistasis in that paper, although Bateson coined the word and suggested she do so. Bateson introduced the new terms in a paper in 1907, and he used the word epistatic to describe a gene that influenced another gene, and the word hypostatic to describe the suppressed gene.

Bateson left Cambridge in 1910 to become the first director of the John Innes Horticultural Institute in Merton, London, England. Onslow followed him in 1911 to hold a half-time position at the institute. At the same time, she worked with professor of biochemistry Maximilian Nierenstein at the University of Bristol, in Bristol, England. Onslow held that to fully understand the genetics of pigment formation, one must know the biochemical pathways of its metabolism. Onslow studied the biosynthesis of anthocyanin pigments in snapdragons as her research focus shifted from genetics towards biochemistry. Onslow returned to Cambridge in 1914 to work with future Nobel laureate and professor of biochemistry Frederick Gowland Hopkins. Soon after, she became one of the first women members of the Biochemical Club in Cambridge University.

At Hopkins' laboratory, Onslow continued to work on the problem of anthocyanin metabolism and chemical structure. She discovered apigenin, and luteolin in 1914 and 1915 respectively. Both apigenin and luteolin are types of flavones, precursors of a number of yellow pigments. In 1916, she published *The Anthocyanin Pigment of Plants*, a book that established her international reputation. The book contained Onslow's work on the genetic and biochemical aspects of anthocyanin pigments. Onslow also published the textbook *Practical Plant Biochemistry*, which she derived from lectures she gave in her course. In 1916, Onslow became a research assistant to biochemist Huia Onslow, whom she married three years later. They conducted biochemical research together until he died in 1922. Muriel Onslow worked to prove her hypothesis that anthocyanin was the product of oxidation of a chromogen, yet other scientists disproved it.

In 1926, Onslow became one of the first women who received a University Lectureship at Cambridge, teaching plant biochemistry. In 1931 she published the first part of her second textbook *Principles of Plant Biochemistry*. However, Onslow never completed the second volume as she died from an illness in Cambridge on 19 May 1932.
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